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Policy Trajectories: treading the discursive path of policy
analysis
TREVOR GALE, Central Queensland University, Rockhampton, Australia
Introduction
This paper is concerned with theorising the nature of policy and its production. It takes
as its starting point the work of Stephen Ball,1 particularly his writings within the pages
of this journal (13(2), 1993)—later reprinted as Chapter 2 in Education Reform (1994a)—as
well as his earlier writings in Politics and Policy Making in Education (1990) and Reforming
Education and Changing Schools (Bowe, Ball & Gold, 1992). More broadly, the paper is
located within a 'new' sociological interest in education policy often referred to as 'policy
sociology'2 (Payne, Dingwall, Payne & Carter, 1981; Ozga, 1987, Ball, 1990; Bowe, Ball
& Gold, 1992); a concern that is 'rooted in the social science tradition, historically
informed and drawing on qualitative and illuminative techniques' (Ozga, 1987, p. 144)
and 'united by the conviction that "things", especially policy discourse, must be pulled
apart' (Troyna, 1994, p. 71) to determine whose interests they serve.
Justification for revisiting these definitional matters of policy and its production is
claimed on at least two fronts. First, few policy researchers seem committed to examining
the usefulness of their understandings of policy or even acknowledging what these
understandings are; significant omissions given that 'much rests on the meaning or
possible meanings that we give to policy; it affects "how" we research and how we
interpret what we find' (Ball, 1994a, p. 15). And, as Ball notes, when 'the meaning of
policy is taken for granted ... theoretical and epistemological dry rot is built into the
analytical structures they construct' (1994a, p. 15).
Secondly, 'the basis for description of education policy has changed significantly and
the established conceptual tools seem blunt and irrelevant' (Ball, 1990, p. 8). In part, this
is a reflection on the policy analysis engaged in by traditions other than sociology—which
are largely 'technocratic and managerialist in orientation and concerned mainly with
implementation questions' (Lingard, 1993, p. 36)—but it also alludes to the incorporation
of a Foucauldian and a more general Francophile influence within recent sociology of
education (Green & Whitty, 1994). These latter contributions have repositioned accounts
of policy 'that tend towards tidy generalities' (Ball, 1990, p. 9) as seriously out of date and
have highlighted the need for 'new' conceptual tools to provide a more adequate account
0159-6306/99/030393-15 © 1999 Taylor & Francis Ltd
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of the 'discontinuities, compromises, omissions and exceptions' (Ball, 1990, p. 3) of policy
production.
Ball's work represents one starting point in addressing these concerns. The trajectory
which follows seeks to re(de) fine and extend this considerable contribution to the recent
discursive 'turn' in policy analysis. The paper begins with an account of policy as text
and discourse, to which it adds policy as ideology. The paper then briefly outlines the
possibility of representing policy as settlement, as a way of dialectically embracing the
complexities and coherence of policy processes and to frame policy's interdiscursive
politics. This is located within a discussion of seven 'properties' of policy contexts which
impinge on policy production.
Policy as Text, Discourse and Ideology
As one of the main proponents of the policy as text and policy as discourse perspective,
Ball argues that texts are physical codes; 'cannibalised products' (1994a) that carry
meanings representative of the struggle and conflict of their production. According to
Ball, once these meanings are captured in policy documents they become the focus of
'secondary adjustment' (Riseborough, 1992), at times similarly 'disruptive' of meanings as
the process of policy production itself, through various 'interpretations of interpretations'
(Rizvi & Kemmis, 1987) or 'refraction' (Prosser, 1981; Freeland, 1986).
From such representations we might surmise that policy texts are the central points of
interaction between the politics of policy production and the politics of policy interpret-
ation; the fulcrum from which to look both ways. It would seem that policy texts are
themselves political acts or 'textual interventions into practice' (Ball, 1994a, p. 18),
although Ball is quick to acknowledge that they 'enter rather than simply change power
relations' (1994a, p. 20, emphasis original). So policy texts are both products and tools
of production where 'the translation of the crude, abstract simplicities of policy texts into
interactive and sustainable practices of some sort involves productive thought, invention
and adaptation' (Ball, 1994a, p. 19).
Indeed, it is this relation of text and practice diat seems to fix Ball's gaze on the politics
of policy interpretation; a preoccupation that others take to mean that ' "policy as text"
involves the agency side of policy work' (Henry, 1993, p. 102) most particularly located
within the context of practice (see Figure 3 below). Hence, in discussing policy as text,
Ball and his colleagues (Bowe, Ball & Gold, 1992, pp. 10-11, drawing on Roland
Barthes) lay great emphasis on 'writerly' and 'readerly' aspects of textual intervention,
terms denoting the extent to which policy subjects have ('poetic') licence or even just
space to adjust and re-write policy. Consequently, they comment diat:
Texts carry with them both possibilities and constraints, contradictions and
spaces. The reality of policy in practice depends upon the compromises and
accommodations to these in particular settings. (Bowe, Ball & Gold, 1992,
p. 15)
Given Ball's invitation to converse with his heuristic account of policy as text (1994c),
there are 'hoary and traditional' (Ball, 1994a, p. 15) issues worth addressing here. The
first of these is an appreciation for the way in which 'policy as text' dispenses—potentially
at least—with linear representations of the policy process; although Ball's elaboration
seems to return to these traditional progressions—from text to practice—particularly
when it is exposed to the methodology of'policy trajectory studies' (Ball, 1994a, p. 26).
A second issue, more fully addressed in the second section of this paper, concerns the
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ways in which Ball's understanding of policy text seem to separate contexts of production
and interpretation, removing areas of grey rather than accommodating them.
Rather than abandoning the notion of 'policy as text', perhaps these conceptual
difficulties might be redressed by adopting a more synthesised understanding of action as
text. Ball approaches this when he suggests that 'policy is bodi text and action, words and
deeds, it is what is enacted as well as what is intended' (1994a, p. 10). But by
(re)conceiving of action as a form of text rather than separate from it, the analysis of
policy as text could be productively and more fully 'extended beyond literary texts to the
sphere of social action, by virtue of certain features which are shared by action and texts'
(Thompson, 1984, p. 174); namely, their ability to convey meaning and for that meaning
to be divorced from its author's intentions. Here the comparison is mat:
... like the speech-act, the action-event (if we may coin this analogical ex-
pression) develops a similar dialectic between its temporal status as an appear-
ing and disappearing event, and its logical status of having such-and-such
identifiable meaning of'sense-content'. (Ricoeur, 1981, p. 205)
Policy as text could then be defined in at least four interrelated ways: as discernible
through the senses; as having a sense or meaning that can be attributed to it; as being
separately identifiable or 'self-contained' in one sense; and, in another, as reliant on other
texts and discourses to ascribe sense to it. This 'expansion' of text to include action not
only advances policy texts beyond a narrow conception of policy as documentation but
also more fully renders the context of practice as one of policy production (a reference
to Bowe, Ball & Gold's (1992) 'Contexts of policy making' reproduced in Figure 3),
effectively dissolving false dichotomies between policy production and policy implemen-
tation. Moreover, policy texts that include action-events could conceive of 'relations that
are^correlative rather than consecutive or sequential' (Thompson, 1984, p. 185) and
move policy definitions beyond deceptively linear representations.
Within Ball's heurism, policy as text is complemented by an understanding of policy
as (and in) discourse, primarily to account for the politics of policy text production: 'what
can be said, and thought, but also ... who can speak, when, where and with what
authority' (Ball, 1994a, p. 21). Drawing on Foucault (1972), Ball argues that policy
discourses are 'ways of talking about and conceptualizing policy' (1994b, p. 109, my
emphasis) and:
... practices that systematically from the objects of which they speak ... [they]
are not about objects; they do not identify objects, they constitute them and in
the practice of doing so conceal their own invention. (Foucault, 1972, p. 49, in
Ball, 1994a, p. 21)
In short, policy discourse is like a double-hinged door; it is both productive of 'text'
(understood broadly) and interpretive of it, and within this process discourse informs
textual 'writings' and 'readings' including the latter's writerly and readerly possibilities.
With respect to such possibility, discourses encode and decode policy texts in ways diat
constrain (and enable) their meanings and 'establish "discursive limitations" ' (Henry,
1993, p. 102) on policy outcomes. As an aside, these outcomes provide Ball with a
different way of exploring policy which he designates as 'policy effects' evidenced within
a 'context of outcomes' (1994a, p. 26). The reading here of these, although this might
not be what Ball intended(l), is diat his 'first order (practice) effects' and 'second order
effects' (which Ball patterns on 'social access, opportunity and social justice' but which
could be related to ideology more generally), are constrained and enabled by policy
discourse. These are issues illustrated in Figure 1 and returned to below.
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In all of this account, policy text and policy discourse are 'implicit in each other' (Ball,
1994a, p. 15) although the relationship is not neatly balanced; it is discourse that
dominates text, yet never completely. This is why Foucault proposes that 'discourse is not
simply that which translates struggles or systems of determination, but is the thing which,
and by which, there is struggle, discourse is the power which is to be seized' (1984, p.
110). Lewis and Simon's explanation of discourse and text provide a useful comparison
to Ball's policy as text and policy as discourse heurism:
'Discourse' refers to particular ways of organising meaning-making practices.
Discourse as a mode of governance delimits the range of possible practices
under its authority and organises the articulation of these practices within time
and space although differendy and often unequally for different people. Such
governance delimits fields of relevance and definitions of legitimate perspectives
and fixes norms for concept elaboration and the expression of experience.
'Text' refers to a particular concrete manifestation of practices organised within
a particular discourse. In everyday life, meaning-making does not exist in
isolation, but forms complexes that are organised contingendy through time
and space. Examples of text include written passages, oral communication,
nonverbal communication accomplished through body movement and ex-
pression, and visual forms of representation such as paintings, photographs,
and sculpture. (Lewis & Simon, 1986, pp. 457-458, my emphasis)
There is, in my view, one further aspect of the 'policy as discourse' account, implied by
the reference to Foucault, which requires elaboration: the 'need to recognize and analyse
the existence of "dominant" discourses' (Ball, 1994a, p. 24) which some describe as 'the
politics of discourse' (Yeatman, 1990, p. 153). Unfortunately, this is where Ball's account
appears to end. As widi Thompson's critique of Giddens' theory of structuration, 'there
would seem to be no grounds intrinsic to this conception for regarding some rules as
more fundamental than others' (1984, p. 128). That is, the politics of policy text
production is recognised and explained (well, I think) within the perspective of policy as
discourse, but not with respect to its interdiscursive politics. To be fair, Ball admits to 'no
satisfactory closure' (1994a, p. 24) on this issue. However, there is much in the literature
to hint at where some possible answers might lie and which could be profitably pursued
by (re)introducing an understanding of 'policy as ideology'.
In a sense Ball and his colleagues move towards such 'answers' in their characterisa-
tion of the policy process in terms of contexts of policy making (see Figure 3, discussed
in the second section of this paper); a response to 'policies [that] shift and change their
meaning in the arenas of politics' (Ball, 1994a, p. 17) over time and space. But the point
here is that policy discourses are not divorced from policy producers. Rather, 'policies
are represented differently by different actors and interests' (Ball, 1994a, p. 17) within
and across contexts. Ball has approached this issue elsewhere as 'interest representation
(but not in any simple pluralist sense)' (1994b, p. 109), attempting to account for what
he terms the 'because' of policy. It is not far removed from a notion of policy as ideology
which:
... is essentially linked to the process of sustaining asymmetrical relations of
power—that is, to the process of maintaining domination. This use of the term
expresses what may be called a critical conception of ideology. It preserves the
negative connotation which has been conveyed by the term throughout most
of its history and it binds the analysis of ideology to the question of critique.
(Thompson, 1984, p. 4)
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In other words, drawing attention to ideology in policy 'incorporates an interrelated
[although not always coherent] set of concepts, beliefs, assumptions and values that allow
events and situations to be interpreted in ways that are appropriate to their respective
concerns' (Carr & Kemmis, 1983, p. 114, my emphasis). Here, tfien, is the possibility for
exploring and explaining the dominance of particular discourse: first, by reconstructing
text and discourse representations to include, or rather emphasise, ideology that informs
policy discourse; and secondly (returned to in the following section), by exploring
strategies which theories of ideology offer to explain how ideologies establish and sustain
their 'hegemony' (Gramsci, 1971) and challenge the dominance of others. The argument
here, then, is that discourse is positioned in relation to text and ideology as the avenue
through which policy is engaged, both productively and analytically. It remains 'tied to
knowledge on the one hand ... and practice on the other' (Bowe, Ball & Gold, 1992, p.
13).
Figure 1 (below) relates the ideological, discursive and textual aspects of policy
envisaged here. As illustrated, there is no one simple directional flow of influence
although clearly discourse is centrally positioned in relation to ideology and text.
Focusing on this position, the diagram suggests that discourses produce texts as well as
interpret them and they appeal to ideologies while also being informed by them.
Whereas, a reading which foregrounds the flow of influence implies that one discourse
does not necessarily produce and /or interpret text to the exclusion of all others; policies
which advocate the virtues of self-managing schools, for example, can be the product of
democratic and/or managerial discourses. Similarly, neither are discourses captive to
particular ideologies; economic rationalist discourse, as the Dawkins reforms of Aus-
tralian higher education in the late 1980s and early 1990s demonstrated (see Gale, 1999),
can be utilised to achieve socially just ends, not just the individual 'freedoms' of
neoliberal ideology.
Whilst it should be clear that this 'separation' of ideology, discourse and text is
primarily analytical—to reiterate and extend Ball's observation, they are more cogently
understood as 'implicit in each other' (1994a, p. 15)—it does provide a way of
questioning policy on a number of levels. In her framework for education policy analysis,
Kenway (1990, p. 24) suggests that there are three questions that need to be answered
with respect to policy; questions of 'what', 'how' and 'why' (see Taylor, Rizvi, lingard
& Henry, 1997, p. 39). Any such division of policy analysis, however, needs to remain
aware of the interconnections between these policy 'levels'. In the model outlined here,
the 'what' of policy clearly involves policy text, but it also requires an understanding of
textual meanings and of what values, ideals and beliefs these promote. Similarly, the
'how' of policy can be explained through an understanding of policy discourse, but this
needs to be 'read off from texts and explained in terms of particular ideologies. And the
The 'why' of policy:
The'how'of policy: [ discourse | |discours£| | discourse
The'what'of policy: [1i$n [text} [te*
Fig. 1. Policy as text, discourse and ideology.
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'why' of policy—or what Ball calls the 'because' of policy (1994b, p. 109)—is primarily
concerned with ideology, but again requires reference to discourse and text in order to
provide a full explanation.
To Kenway's list of policy questions, Taylor, Rizvi, Lingard and Henry (1997, p. 39)
add 'why now' and 'what are the consequences' (or, in keeping with the alliteration,
'what now')? In the main, these are empirical questions which impact on the production
and effects of particular policies and which ultimately can only be 'answered' in context
through an understanding of the influence of particular policy settlements. But their
theoretical bases also draw on what Ball (1994a, p. 26) has described as 'the context of
political strategy' and 'the context of outcomes'. These are issues returned to in the
following section which further elaborates on the policy picture.
Contexts of Policy Production
Much of the discussion to this point has implied a connection between policies and their
contexts3 but policy analysts do not always provide an account of this relationship
beyond references that are fleeting and unenlightening. The dangers of such silences are
particularly significant for explaining policy production, given that 'the enactment [and
re-enactment] of texts relies on things like commitment, understanding, capability,
resources, practical limitations, cooperation and (importantly) intertextual compatibility'
(Ball, 1994a, p. 19). For example, defining policy production as a series of decisions—as
the traditions of political science and administration/management tend to do—without
also acknowledging that these decisions are influenced by the material and social
circumstances within which those decisions are made, is to miss the basic premise of
policy as process. That is, policy texts, policy production and policy producers change
within and across contexts, so much so that sometimes there is little that is shared from
one to another and 'sometimes it is actually difficult even to identify analytically what a
policy is and what it is intended to achieve' (Ball, 1994a). More generally:
Any definition of public policy ... risks separating the policy process from its
context. For values, interests and resources do not float free, waiting to link
together in an ever changing array of combinations. (Davis, Wanna, Warhurst
& Weller, 1993, p. 4)
Drawing on Connolly (1983), Yeatman similarly concludes that when policy researchers
ignore context, or:
... when political scientists or political theorists attempt to produce a concept
that is shorn of areas of dispute or the alleged fuzziness of a layperson's
imprecision, they are denying the nature of politics itself. It is impossible to
develop a technical concept of 'power', or a concept of power which distils the
elements common to all uses of the term. Attempts at this may be made, but
it turns out that the concepts so generated can be and are contested by those
who think of power in a different way. (Yeatman, 1990, pp. 161-162)
Intertextuality: the importance of (conjtext in policy production
At the risk of contest from those who think differently, accounting for contexts of policy
production in any definitional sense requires attention to at least seven interrelated
'properties'.4 The first is simply a reiteration of the one just made, that policies are
'ideological and political artefacts which have been constructed within a particular
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historical and political context' (Burton & Weiner, 1990, p. 205) and that 'the task of
deconstruction begins with a recognition of that context' (Codd, 1988, p. 244 in Burton
& Weiner, 1990, p. 205), including its previous and contemporary components. The
second is that contexts are not just locations where policy production happens but they
are intricately involved in the production process itself. This is another way of making
the same point above concerning 'intertextuality', that policy texts rely on surrounding
texts (or, as I explain, their context) to assist in the determination of their meaning. A
third property of policy contexts makes this second point a little clearer. That is, policy
con-texts, as the prefix implies, are 'forms of texts or, to draw on its Latin origins
(contextus), are texts which are 'woven together' to form 'connections'. Hence, in
describing the parameters of an emerging global context, Taylor, Rizvi, Lingard and
Henry begin by nothing that:
Everyday we participate in social processes which are transnational in charac-
ter: in our offices, reading e-mails; in our libraries, consulting CD-ROM
catalogues; surfing the net in coffee bars; using slivers of plastic in automatic
teller machines to extract Italian lire from Australian bank accounts; watching
movies financed in the USA, located in a Brisbane Gold Coast movie studio,
shot by a multinational crew and processed in the Philippines; eating hamburg-
ers cloned in Brussels, Belgrade and Bangkok. The list could go on ... Put
simply, globalization could be described as a set of processes which in various
ways—economic, cultural and political—make supra-national connections. (Tay-
lor, Rizvi, Lingard & Henry, 1997, pp. 54—55, my emphasis)
Illustrated here is that contexts, global and otherwise, are collections of texts connected
together. In other words, policy texts do not stand in isolation but in intertextual
relationship or contexts.
Contextual Constructions: the importance of discourse in policy production
Such explanation raises a now obvious, but nonetheless important, fourth property of
policy contexts. That is, policy contexts are subject to the same influences as policy texts;
namely, 'power/knowledge' relations (Foucault, 1980) or discourses, themselves ideolog-
ically informed. Such understanding assists in detailing a more complete description of
policy production by revealing the ways in which discourses ascribe contexts with
meanings. This is an observation made by Schon (1979) and others. In brief, the
argument is that discourses do not simply assign meanings to texts in isolation but weave
them together to form contexts. In the process, only some texts are included and even
then they are ordered and emphasised in distinctive ways, giving them meaning that they
might not have in other contexts. Any one policy text, then, takes its meaning from its
relationship—its relative positioning and emphasis—with other texts (its context) and
from how these are discursively 'storied' (Gale, 1994). This is not a simple influence of
context on text. Policy texts are implicated in attempts to discursively create and recreate
their own contexts.
Such proposition leads to a fifth property of policy contexts which involves 'policy
genres' (Yeatman, 1990, p. 160); that is, particular selections and orderings of policy texts
'sediment' (Ball, 1994a, p. 17) over time and space to form accepted (reproductive of
convention) and acceptable (reproductive of dominance) patterns or 'templates' of policy
production. As implied, these templates point 'to various forms of interaction which are
structured in particular ways and involve particular sets of participants' (Fairclough,
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1992, p. 51), but they also have features that transcend specific policy contexts. Public
policy documents, for example, almost always conform to a generic structure that is
'written in such a way as to deny the politics of discourse' (Yeatman, 1990, p. 160) and
to reinforce policy production—implementation dichotomies, and generally are 'articu-
lated in the language of [the] general public good' (Bowe, Ball & Gold, 1992, p. 20).
What this means is that policy genres not only assign specific meanings to 'a particular
text type, but also particular processes of producing, distributing and consuming texts'
(Fairclough, 1992, p. 126) in any one context.
Interdiscursivity: the importance of strategy in policy production
Those who analyse, utilise and understand these generic forms of policy production
might be said to possess ajitnctional literacy. But critical literacy in policy production is far
more difficult to attain:
... the participant who wants to discursively contest policies as texts must come
to understand how discursive practices operate, how they distribute power and
constitute power, and how discursive interventions are possible. (Yeatman,
1990, p. 160)
To do so is to appreciate a sixth and somewhat central property of policy contexts; that
they are domains of interdiscursive struggle amongst discourses which employ strategies
to establish and maintain their dominance or challenge the dominance of others. So,
when Anna Yeatman (1990, p. 159) draws attention to Peter Beilharz' (1987) plea for
policy producers to put politics before policy, that is, to abandon the 'neutrality' of policy
document genre, she reflects on his implicit claims to '/nefa-discourse' and 'heroic
discourse'. In the interdiscursive terms described here, 'meta' could perhaps refer to his
claim to a 'higher' discursive authority and 'heroic' could be understood as referring to
altruistic claims, a strategy for achieving such domination.
That some discourses dominate policy contexts is not news, nor is the variation in
discursive dominance that can occur within and across contexts. Policy texts are subject
to 'a moving discursive frame' (Ball, 1994a, p. 23) which has implications for their
(re)production. 'Because they arise out of discursive difference, they always contain
contradictions which can be mobilised by readers who are discursively positioned to do
so' (Yeatman, 1990, p. 165). The point of this is that discourse is both a tool of constraint
and of agency, which is to be expected if the struggle between textual meanings is
understood as representative of discursive conflicts. However, what is more difficult to
determine is how some discourses are able to dominate specific and/or broad contexts
while others are not; how discursive 'stories' of texts, the connections they make between
texts, come to be regarded as more believable and acceptable; how discourses rise to
dominance and in the process oust the dominance of others.
Understanding these struggles of power and dominance involves an appreciation for
'policy as setdement' and for the strategies employed in its formation. By policy
setdement I mean 'a moving discursive frame' (Ball, 1994a, p. 23) which at a particular
historical and geographical moment defines the specifics of policy production. However,
I do not wish to imply—as others have done—diat policy setdements constitute 'a truce
or compromise', diat 'there is agreement over what to disagree about', that some aspects
of setdement, in particular its framing, are beyond contest (Seddon, 1989, p. 18, in
Taylor, Rizvi, Iingard & Henry, 1997, p. 32) or that the discursive struggles through
which policy settlements are formed are in any way engaged on an equal footing, even
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through these explanations go some way in providing a starting definition. Rather, I want
to suggest and briefly outline three defining qualities: that policy settlements are
asymmetrical, temporary and context-dependent.
The first of these is premised on the understanding that policy settlements are defined
by the discursive strategies of dominant policy actors and, as such, are intrinsically
skewed or 'asymmetrical'. This asymmetry of policy settlements also means, somewhat
circuitously, that 'different individuals or groups have a differential capacity to make a
meaning stick1 (Thompson, 1984, p. 132, emphasis original). Even though policy settle-
ments 'cannot predict or determine more precisely than "tendentially" ' (Hall, 1984, p.
45), they invariably favour and legitimate the interests of the dominant, being structured
to the advantage of 'key players' (Dwyer, 1995, p. 476). Moreover, 'when a particular
interest group's participation is not required to secure and maintain a provisional
settlement, it can be excluded and its representations can be negated' (Freeland, 1994,
P- 28).
As noted earlier, understanding the discursive strategies which formulate and domi-
nate policy setdements draws on the contributions of policy as ideology. Briefly,
Thompson's (1984, p. 131) review and critical development of the literature on ideology
suggests that there are at least three broad strategies utilised in ideological struggles for
power and dominance: strategies of legitimation, dissimulation and reification. In the
'context of political strategy' (Ball, 1994a, p. 26), dominant discourse does not just
dominate textual meanings but it is also strategically positioned in relation to the
meanings assigned to texts by other discourses, ascribing them with legitimacy and
illegitimacy while often concealing (dissimulating and reifying) its own invention (Fou-
cault, 1972). In doing so, dominant discourse lays claim to 'a discourse that rises above
ordinary discourses, a discourse that is more than a discourse' (Yeatman, 1990, p. 159);
claims variously described in social theory as 'moments of hegemony' (Gramsci, 1971),
'regimes of truth' (Foucault, 1980) and 'orders of discourse' (Fairclough, 1992).
A second and related feature of policy settlements is that they tend to be reached
temporarily since their very asymmetry or imbalance is likely to produce unsettling
effects or crises. As noted elsewhere:
... educational policy can be seen as a series of crises and setdements. The
crises occur when the power and interests of dominant groups are challenged
or threatened by the strategies of subordinate groups. Educational settlements
refer to those situations where crisis has been temporarily resolved through an
acceptable compromise or balance of forces. (Grace, 1987, p. 195)
More accurately, crises—violations to 'the "grammar" of social processes' (Ofie, 1984, p.
37)—are an ever present component of setdements and, to varying degrees of'success',
are held at bay through strategies of domination. However, Offe's (1984) insight into the
workings of the state is that strategies used to arrest crisis, while effective in the short
term, cannot forestall the inevitable collapse of un-renegotiated setdements and may even
contribute to that collapse. Worth noting here is that the same strategies used to establish
and maintain settlements are also productive of crises. Indeed, crises themselves herald
potential alternative setdements.
Third, struggles to establish policy setdements 'always occur on quite specific,
strategically selective terrains' (Jessop, 1990, p. 217). Policy setdements can be specific to
a particular site and/or persist across a number of sites, widi some setdements being
more influential than others. Interrelated in this way, 'at any particular time there will
be a dominant defining or parameter setting setdement which forms the foundation and
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parameters for related but relatively autonomous settlements' (Freeland, 1994, p. 28, my
emphasis). Liberalism, for example, has been portrayed as 'the current of ideas with
which the vast majority of people "thought" their way through the first three-quarters of
the [nineteenth] century' (Hall, 1984, p. 14). However, others have given greater
prominence to settlement particulars, such as Jessop's account of the post-war Keynesian
settlement and its 'national variations reflecting the particular balance of forces in each
economy (e.g. "military Keynesianism" in the United States as opposed to "Butskellism"
in Britain or social democratic Keynesianism in Sweden' (Jessop, 1990, p. 204).
The point here is that while policy settlements are context-dependent, their discursive
and strategic framing provides the settlement parameters (the 'why now' of policy),
established broadly, within which settlement particulars (the 'what now' of policy) are
specifically negotiated. Taylor (1997) refers to Meutzenfeldt's (1992) theorising in similar
terms, describing how he develops 'a sociological framework to examine how political
processes and policy-making shape and are shaped by both social power relations and the
power of the state' (Taylor, 1997, p. 25). There are also comparisons with Dale's
conception of the 'politics of education' and 'education polities'. As he explains:
... by the politics of education I mean the agenda for education and the
processes and structures through which it is created. By education politics I
mean the processes whereby this agenda is translated into problems and issues
for schools, and schools' responses to those problems and issues. (Dale, 1994,
p. 35)
Figure 2 attempts to diagrammatically represent these additions to the policy picture. As
proposed, contexts are represented as collections of texts discursively determined through
the texts' selection and sorting. The dominance of discourse in delimiting the field of
relevance is portrayed by the backgrounding (lighter colouring) of others, and the
temporary nature of the policy settlement strategically secured by this discourse is
represented by its broken lines. Not all ideologies, discourses, texts and contexts are
foregrounded, representing the presence of potential crises—alternative settlements in
waiting. Some analysts may be tempted to draw arrows between discourses to represent
their discursive interactions but the manoeuvrings between discourses are played out
within 'the context of political strategy' (Ball, 1994a, p. 26). The parameters and
particulars of policy settlements are, respectively, labelled outside and within the
temporary frame. These represent the broad and specific policy agendas and outcomes
evident in relation to any one policy settlement; settlement parameters addressing 'why
is this particular policy on the agenda at this particular time?' (Taylor, Rizvi, Lingard &
Henry, 1997, p. 39) and settlement particulars concerned with 'what are the conse-
quences' (p. 39) of this agenda for particular sites.
Contextual Materials: a 'matter' of importance in policy production
A seventh characteristic of policy contexts is implied in much of what is discussed above.
That is, policy contexts have a material 'property', although this, too, is ascribed with
social meaning. Hence, in the weaving together of texts, particular individuals, resources
and locations of time, place and space are often associated with particular social contexts.
The implications for policy production are both constraining and enabling and indicative
of policy change between contexts. Not only do different contexts attribute different
meanings to policy text—given their different textual and discursive collections which
invest them with meaning—but they also offer different material possibilities. This is
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settlement parameters (why now?)
settlement particulars (what now?)
ideology| |ideology! | ideology!
|discourse] | discourse | |discourse|
The 'why' of policy:
The 'how' of policy:
The 'what' of policy:
Fig. 2 Temporary settlement (and crisis) in policy production.
Taylor's (1997, p. 28) point in describing the different ways in which 'equal opportuni-
ties', 'equity' and 'social justice' policies are variously taken up and have different effects
in Britain and Australia. Hence, in contexts of practice, 'policies from "above" are not
the only constraints and influences upon institutional practice' (Ball, 1994a, p. 24).
Rather, they 'pose problems to their subjects, problems that must be solved in context'
(Ball, 1994a, p. 18).
There are at least two observations that can be made about these material references.
The first of these—to illustrate just one material element—concerns the way in which
different contexts accommodate different policy actors. Being differently located these
actors ascribe policy texts with potentially different meanings and understandings of what
is contextually possible. Indeed, 'groups of actors working within different sites of text
production are in competition for control of the representation of policy' (Bowe, Ball &
Gold, 1992, p. 21), so much so that 'we should not ignore the way that things stay the
same or the ways in which changes are different in different settings' (Ball, 1994a, p. 20).
What is also important to note is that individuals with more social control over material
aspects of contextual relations tend to generate greater acceptance for the discourses they
mobilise. In contexts of practice, for example, 'there may often be key mediators of policy
in any setting who are relied upon by others to relate policy to context or to gatekeep'
(Ball, 1994a, p. 17).
Related to these issues is a second observation regarding the material properties of
policy contexts: that policies are often directed at and have material effects. Moreover,
in the production of policy, struggles between unequal forces tend to produce unequal
effects in 'the context of outcomes' (Ball, 1994a, p. 26), particularly with respect to 'first
order (practice) effects' even though 'the effect of policy is primarily discursive, it changes
the possibilities we have for thinking "otherwise" ' (Ball, 1994a, p. 23).
Recontextwlisation: the policy cycle approach to policy production
Bowe, Ball and Gold (1992) have attempted to account for many of these contextual
properties in their characterisation of the policy process as a continuous cycle of policy
production and reproduction, although their primary motivation is to 'draw attention to
the work of policy recontextualization that goes on in schools' (1992, p. 19). Explanation
of this policy cycle is based on three contexts of policy making—contexts of influence,
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Context of influence
Context of policy ^ ^ Context of
text production practice
Fig. 3 Contexts of policy mating. Source: Boure, Ball & Gold (1992), p. 2.
policy text production, and practice—which Bowe, Ball and Gold suggest represent
localities within which policy is initiated, articulated, and rearticulated. These contexts
are 'loosely coupled and there is no simple direction of flow of information between
them' (Ball, 1994a, p. 26). Hence, in its diagrammatic representation (reproduced in
Figure 3), each context is discrete but linked to the others in a triangular arrangement
through lines that bear arrow heads at each end.
While this model provides a very useful way to account for the contextual properties
addressed above, in giving emphasis to contexts of policy practice and in representing
these as respectively separated from—albeit still linked to—contexts of influence and
policy text production, Bowe, Ball and Gold seem to hinder their own attempts to break
away from a rigidity in policy production (1992, p. 19) which they identify in the work
of others (1992, p. 7). Yet, if these three contexts were reconceived (not necessarily
redrawn) as different descriptions of the same social reality—as textual elements discur-
sively selected and ordered to differently construct them—then they would more clearly
be seen as embedded in each other.
Given such reconception, Bowe, Ball and Gold's contexts of policy making might
resemble the more fluid relations implied in Ball's (1994a, p. 26) later additions of 'the
context of outcomes' and 'the context of political strategy' referred to above. This would
allow, for example, for contexts of policy text production to also be understood as
contexts of practice and of influence, depending on the emphasis within any one
hegemonic moment. Such reconception is not really far removed from what Bowe, Ball
and Gold argue themselves. In their view, 'in a very real sense generation and
implementation are continuous features of the policy process, with generation of policy
... still taking place after the legislation has been effected' (Bowe, Ball & Gold, 1992, p.
14). Moreover, this is what seems implied in modelling all three contexts as involved in
policy making.
Perhaps resolution of this theoretical issue is also to be found in Ball's earlier
confession that he is 'struggling here with not wanting to "give away"
materialism' (1990, p. 16). That is, the separation of these contexts of policy making
might be explained as an over-emphasis on their material properties. Again,
Bowe, Ball and Gold provide their own way forward conceiving of 'a number
of arenas of action, some public, some private' (1992, p. 19) within each context. Here
is the possibility for a closer regard for the material aspects of contexts, for policy arenas
to be associated more strongly with specific sites such as schools and local education
authorities (LEAs), but for these also to be understood as part of broader contexts of
policy making.
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Conclusion
What, then, can we say about policy? Above I have argued that policies are represented
by texts and discourses, but they are also informed by particular ideologies. Moreover,
it is discourse that binds this policy ensemble together and provides some semblance of
coherence amongst complex textual elements and competing claims to importance and
meaning. How are policies produced? The account offered here is that they are produced
discursively within particular contexts whose parameters and particulars have been
temporarily (and strategically) settled by discourse(s) in dominance. These tools for
understanding policy production do not appear very different from those utilised in the
interpretation of policy and, as noted above, provide a way forward for dispelling false
dichotomies between issues of policy production and implementation.
In the spirit of Ball's tentative treatise, perhaps these understandings of policy and its
production amount only to a 'half-decent' explanation or account (1994a). As Ball
forewarns: 'explanations are not going to come easy, they are not going to be simple or
straightforward, and our answers may indeed beg other questions' (Ball, 1990, p. 18).
Here I have attempted to address some of these questions, others still remain to be
answered as well as asked. Yet, I believe that within these theoretical uncertainties, policy
sociologists are presented with potential and potent tools with which to 'defatalize the
social world, that is, to destroy the myths that cloak the exercise of power and the
perpetuation of dominance' (Wacquant, 1992, pp. 49-50).
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NOTES
1. There are other possible 'starting points' including, for example, Sandra Taylor's essay in an earlier
volume of thisjoumal (1997, 18(1), pp. 23-55), aspects of which are rehearsed in Taylor, Rizvi, Ungard
and Henry (1997). However, perhaps more than others, Ball's writings are often regarded in the literature
as synonymous with rethinking policy under the influence of theories of discourse. In any event, this paper
attempts to go beyond this work, to sharpen the tools now being employed and to argue for the addition
of 'new' ones.
2. As Taylor (1997) notes, not all policy researchers are comfortable with the term 'policy sociology'. Gerald
Grace, for example, has variously referred to 'critical scholarship' (1984), 'policy scholarship' (1989) and
'critical policy scholarship' (1998). 'Critical policy analysis' is Taylor's (1997) preferred term which is also
the phrase to which Ball (1994, p. 2) has more recently turned. In my view, 'policy sociology' avoids the
theory/practice dichotomy implied in 'analysis' and 'scholarship' terminology. Still, all lay claim to the
influence of critical social science, distinguishing themselves from the 'technocratic and managerialist ...
orientation' (Lingard, 1993, p. 36) of policy science, and as such reflect policy work of a similar genre.
3. In the first section of this paper, 'context' has functioned more as a resource for discussions concerning
policy as text, discourse and ideology. In this second section it shifts more clearly into the spotlight as a
topic for consideration—in its own right, but also in relation to other policy understandings.
4. By using the term 'properties' I mean to indicate the distinctive social and material attributes of contexts;
to take account of the interplay amongst the social meanings ascribed to material contexts and the realities
of social meanings within contexts. I have prefaced my introduction of these properties with the words:
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'interrelated' to indicate that they are not mutually exclusive (my separation of them here is purely
analytical and, as the reader will note, not entirely complete); and 'at least seven' to indicate that they are
not necessarily collectively exhaustive (again, I am not making claims to completeness). Later in the paper
I offer one possible caveat to the first of these qualifications, that cognisance of some contextual properties
and not others may mark the difference between an analysts' functional and critical understanding of
policy.
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